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Key Developments and Predictions for Life Sciences in Turkey
With Turkey having a population of 80 million that is covered by an extensive social healthcare
system, the size and volume of the Turkish life sciences industry is significant.
Despite many opportunities that accompany this potential for growth, it should also be noted that
both the Turkish pharmaceutical and medical device industries remain heavily regulated in all
aspects, ranging from market access, to pricing and reimbursement being covered by
industry-specific regulations. The said measures are strictly enforced by the Turkish Medicines and
Medical Devices Agency (“TITCK”) established under the relevant body of the Ministry of Health,
and the Social Security Institution (“SSI”).
The increase in the quality of health services and patients’ access to medicines has, inevitably,
increased the demand for health services, as well as pharmaceuticals, and there has been an
associated increase in public spending. This has prompted the government to seek ways of
reigning in public expenditure by incorporating a rigid pharmaceutical pricing policy.
In addition, the SSI requests a considerable discount for reimbursements. These difficulties in
pricing and reimbursements have caused hindrance in the access to pharmaceuticals.
Procurement from abroad of pharmaceuticals that cannot be found in the domestic market has
greatly increased. To control the budget, the SSI developed alternative reimbursement models,
regulated named patient programs, and even implemented localization policies.
Nevertheless, the healthcare industry regulation in Turkey is mostly aligned with worldwide
standards. Promotional restrictions both to pharmaceuticals and medical devices, as well as the
rules of ethics and compliance, are in parallel with the EU legislation.
This paper provides an overview on the following topics:
• Pricing of Pharmaceuticals and the Fixed Exchange Rate
• Market Access-Reimbursement Agreements
• Localisation of Previously Imported Products
• Named Patient Programs
• Interactions with HCPs
• Transfer of Value
• Harmonization with the EU Medical Devices Regulation
• Promotion of Medical Devices
• Food Supplements
• Cosmetics
• Personal Health Data Protection
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Pricing of Pharmaceuticals and the Fixed Exchange Rate
Healthcare and pharmaceuticals make up a

the matter initiated by pharmaceutical

highly regulated industry sector in Turkey, and

companies. With the entry into force of the

the pricing of medicines is no exception. The

Decision of 2017, the rate was determined as

prices of medicines that are to be marketed in

70% of the average Euro value of the

Turkey are set in accordance with the Decision

previous

on Pricing of Human Medicinal Products

Evaluation Commission was to gather within

(“Decision”) and the Communiqué on the

the first 45 days of each year, and would

Pricing

Products

announce the 1 (one) Euro value, based on

(“Communiqué”) of 29 September 2017,

the 70% calculation of the average value of

issued by the Ministry of Health (“MoH”) who

the previous year.

of

Human

Medicinal

is vested with the competencies to regulate
the area.

Accordingly,

the

Price

After entry into force of the Decision, and just
prior to the announcement of the Euro rate

The Decision provides for a reference pricing

applicable for the year 2018, on 22 January

system,

expensive

2018, a provisional clause was added to the

ex-factory price in one of the listed EU

Decision regulating that the value of one

countries, for the same product, is taken as

Euro would not exceed more than 15% of the

the ex-factory price, in Turkey. The currency is

one Euro value set for the previous year.

then converted into Turkish liras, albeit not at

Thus, although 70% of the average value for

the current exchange rate. In order to avoid

the year 2017 was greater, the Euro exchange

the reflection of exchange rate fluctuations

rate applicable to medicine prices in 2018

onto the prices of medicines, the Decision

was increased only by 15% as against the

includes a provision that helps the MoH to

previous year, and it was determined as TRY

issue a fixed exchange rate to be applicable

2.6934.

whereby

the

least

in the pricing of medicines. Thus, the
exchange rate applied to the reference price
taken from the respective EU country is
converted to Turkish Liras at a rate that gives
out a much lower price than if it is converted
at the current rate. Below is the history of the
developments in the FX rate determination by
the Turkish Government.

Initially, the Decision was issued by the
Cabinet of Ministers. As a result of the
referendum held on 16 April 2017, an
amendment was made to the Constitution,
and a transition was made to the Presidential
Government System. The most fundamental
feature of this system is the transfer of all
executive authorities to the President with

The Decision of 2015 set a much lower fixed

the annulment of the Office of Prime Ministry.

rate than reasonably expected. The industry

Therefore, the rules and procedures for

actors eagerly awaited an improvement in the

determination of pharmaceutical prices are

rate, bearing in mind the ongoing lawsuits on

2

year.
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now determined by the President, not by the
Cabinet of Ministers, as of July 2018.
Considering that the average Euro value for
the year 2018 was approximately TRY 5.65, the
rate applicable for 2019 should have been
announced at a value close to TRY 4 as per
the Decision. However, with the amendment
made through a Presidential Decree, which
was published in the Official Gazette on 14
February 2019, the rate of “70%” provided in
the Decision was amended to “60%.”
Thereafter, the Price Evaluation Commission
decided that the rate was determined as TRY
3.40, with an increase of 26.4% compared to
the previous year.
Finally, on 14 February 2020, the Price
Evaluation Commission determined the FX
rate for 2020 as TRY 3.8155, which brings an
automatic increase of 12%, when compared
to 2019.
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Market Access-Reimbursement Agreements
Until recently, there was no direct contractual

The system has the ultimate purpose of

relationship

providing swifter access for patients with

between

pharmaceutical

the

SSI

and

companies

the

(“pharma

companies”) regarding the pharmaceuticals
purchased

by

the

State.

The

pharma

companies applied for the reimbursement of
their products to the SSI and, once listed,
companies

sold

their

products

to

warehouses, which then distributed the
products to the hospitals and pharmacies. In
line with this sale and distribution chain, the
SSI

reimbursed

the

hospitals,

or

the

pharmacies, for the prices of the listed
products.
For a long period of time, the industry
needed a special type of reimbursement
where the conditions could be set, together
with the SSI, and the normal price and
reimbursement rules did not apply for
specific special products.

to

innovative

pharmaceuticals

concerning their reimbursement.
In parallel to the SSI’s amendments, the
TITCK has also introduced guidelines for the
prioritization of MA applications of special
products that have advantages in terms of
public

health

and

public

finance.

A

commission established under the TITCK,
and composed of members working both
under the MoH and the SSI, evaluates
companies’ prioritization applications.
Although the regulatory developments in the
last few of years are significant, the industry is
still

expecting

the

preparation

and

publication of a guidelines specific to orphan
drugs.

On

the

other

hand,

with

the

acceptance of the TITCK as an official
member to the Pharmaceutical Inspection

With the enactment of Law of the Social

Co-operation Scheme (PIC/S), the period for

Security and General Health Insurance Law

a locally manufactured product to access the

numbered

6552

global market is expected to be shortened.

alternative

reimbursement

in

September,
models

2014,
also

became a hot topic in the Turkish healthcare
industry.

The

complementary

provisions

introduced with the Regulation on the
Alternative

Reimbursement

of

Pharmaceuticals, published in February, 2016,
allows companies and the SSI the benefit of
discussing the terms and conditions of an
alternative reimbursement model for special
products.
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Localisation of Previously Imported Products
In Turkey, the innovator pharmaceutical

However, the complex nature of many of the

market is dominated by originator companies

products previously imported leaves some

of foreign origin, with local companies active

companies unable to localise the manufacture

in the generics market. The government’s

of their products, which leads to the delisting

unease with the emphasis on imported

of these same products. This governmental

products in the Turkish market beckoned the

act forecloses the market for foreign products

state development plan to procure local

unable to localise production, which could be

production in the pharmaceutical market, a

said

political act affecting the activities of many

companies.

pharmaceutical companies of foreign origin.

foreclosure is due to the state development

The aforementioned state development plan

plan not being a legislative act with legal

triggered the SSI’s administrative decisions to

grounds to surpass the legislative measures

delist pharmaceutical companies of foreign

that had listed these foreign products for

origin from the reimbursement list unless they

reimbursement in the first place.

gave the undertaking that they would shift to
local production.

is

unjustly
The

detrimental
unjust

to

nature

foreign
of

this

On 2 April 2019, the European Union (“EU”)
made a request for consultation before the

The largest buyer of medicines in the Turkish

WTO regarding the measures Turkey had

market is the SSI through the reimbursement

taken concerning production, importation

scheme in place. With this scheme, the

and marketing of pharmaceutical products,

prescribed

the

which it claimed to be in contradiction with

reimbursement list of the SSI are bought by

international agreements. As the matter has

patients from pharmacies, with little or no

been brought before the WTO panel, we may

contribution

The

expect changes in the Turkish regulatory

pharmacies are later reimbursed by the SSI

system, especially with respect to the SSI’s

for these products and, thus, being listed for

approach on the forced localization policy.

products

from

that

the

are

on

patient.

reimbursement is a practical precondition
that exists in the pharmaceutical market.
This forced localisation left many foreign
pharmaceutical companies with the need to
enter into projects with local companies to
localise the production of their products.
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Named Patient Programs
Named Patient Programs (“NPP”) is one of

For the products that had been supplied from

the exceptional importation regimes of

abroad, prior to the entry into force of the

pharmaceutical products without marketing

Law, which was 5 December 2018, the

authorisation (“MA”) in Turkey, or with

application

marketing

are

authorization, and the products for which

unavailable in the Turkish market for various

previous marketing authorization had been

reasons.

applied, the period to obtain marketing

authorization,

but

which

Only the Turkish Pharmacists’ Association
(“TEB”) and the İbn-i Sina Health Social
Security Center, established under the SSI,
were authorized to import NPP products until
December 2018. An amendment in the law
was introduced in December, 2018, stating
that this special importation shall be made by
the SSI and the TEB, as well as institutions /
organizations deemed appropriate by the
MoH. No criteria have been determined for
the

selection

of

such

institutions/

organizations to date.

products imported, it is mandatory to apply
for marketing authorization within three years
from the date of entry onto the Foreign Drug
List, and it is also mandatory to obtain
marketing authorization within two years from
date

of

application

for

marketing

authorization. However, no sanction has been
determined in the event this rule is breached.
After the completion of the given durations,
the President of the Republic is authorized to
decide on the continuation of the supply of
drugs that has not obtained a marketing
authorization, or for which no marketing
authorization application has been filed.
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for

marketing

authorization commenced 5 December 2018.
In addition, without making any change in the
Regulation on the market authorization, or
NPP, and by only amending the legislation on
pharmacies, the obligation to obtain market
authorization within three years after being
listed on the Foreign Drug List, and to obtain
market authorization within two years after the
application for the market authorization, has
been established for the drugs that are
included on the Foreign Drug List. As well, for
the drug that has been prescribed for a
patient by a physician, but for which no

The law now foresees that for foreign

the

period

application for a market authorization has
been filed, or which did not obtain market
authorization within the specified periods, the
decision to continue the supply from abroad is
left to the President's discretion. Also, if the
company who owns the product in question
does not have any subsidiary or representative
in

Turkey,

it

is

understood

that

the

discretionary power on the decision to
continue supplying that product has been also
given to the President.
On 10 January 2020, the TITCK published the
New “Guidelines on Named Patient Program
(“Guidelines”).
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Sosyal Medya Reklamları ve Etkileyici Pazarlama
The
2018 yılında,
Guideline
İstanbul
includes
Fikri Sınai
some
Haklar
changes
Hukuk

Bu sefer,
jenerik
ilaç
firması
dava
which
did or
did not
apply
for an
MA, konusu
will be

regarding
Mahkemesi
the
haksız
execution
olduğu
ofiddia
the named
edilenpatient
ihtiyati

ihtiyati tedbir In
kalktıktan
itibaren
satmaya
reimbursed.
addition,
this ilacı
agreement

program.
tedbir kararı
Among
nedeniyle
the suppliers
uğradığı of
zararlar
the NPP,
için

başladığı
için zarar between
ihtiyati tedbirin
kalktığı
allows
confidentiality
the parties;
the

Uluslararası
bir jenerik ilaç
Sağlık
firmasına
Hizmetleri
tazminat
A.Ş.ödenmesine
(“USHAŞ”),

tarihtendiscounts,
sonrakianddönemin
IMS are
verileri
prices,
other conditions
not

a
hükmetmiş
public enterprise
olup; söz
established
konusu bykarar
law, was
ilaç

kullanılarakavailable.
hesaplanmıştır. Ancak, bu davanın
publically

added
sektöründe
next toMahkemeler
TEB and SSI. tarafından

en zor kısmı davacı jenerik ilaç şirketinin kar

bu

konuda verilen ilk karar olmuştur. Orijinal ilaç
In
addition,
active ilaç
ingredients
that are
üreticisi
şirketonly
ile jenerik
şirketi arasındaki
supplied
from
abroad
will
be
published;
thus,
ihtilaf, bir tecavüz iddiasından kaynaklanmış,
the
list of the
products
supplied
from abroad
Mahkeme
ihtiyati
tedbire
karar vermiş,
ancak
will
no
longer
be
published.
The
daha sonra bilirkişi raporunda yer alan

responsibility
for olarak
the risks
that tedbir
may arise
in
bulgulara dayalı
ihtiyati
13 ay
terms
of
patient
health
due
to
the
supplied
sonra kaldırılmıştır. Jenerik ilaç firması da,
medicines
now clearly
burdened
on
jenerik ürünüis piyasaya
süremediği
için zarara
USHAŞ,
and/or SSI. tazminat
In addition,
the
uğradığı TEB
gerekçesiyle
davası
TITCK
açmıştır.clearly regulated its right to conduct
any kind of examination and research,
Patent sahibiGMP
bu davada,
jenerik ilaç
including
inspection,
on şirketinin
human
sahip olabileceği,
varsayımafrom
dayalı
pazar
medicinal
products supplied
abroad
by
payının
için Mahkeme’nin
the
NPP,hesaplanabilmesi
if deemed necessary.
aynı dönemde farklı pazarlarda mevcut olan
As
of the benzer
publication
of theileGuidelines,
the
başkaca
ürünler
karşılaştırma
TITCK
ceased öne
to share
the list of the
yapmasıhas
gerektiğini
sürmüştür.

marjının tespit edilmesi hususu olmuştur.
Bu tür davalar bakımından tazminat tutarının
hesaplanmasında her olaya uygulanacak tek
bir yöntemin benimsenmesi uygun değildir.
Zira davaya özgü parametrelerin göz önünde
bulundurulması gerekmektedir. Söz konusu
kararların ikisi de ilk derece mahkemesi kararı
olup, tarafların bu kararlara karşı temyize
başvurma hakları bulunmaktadır.
Haksız ihtiyati tedbirden doğan tazminat
davalarında

Hukuk

Muhakemeleri

Kanunundaki ilgili hükmün kötü ifade edilişi
sebebiyle Anayasa’ya aykırılık iddiaları da
tartışma

konusu

olmaktadır.

Usulen,

mahkemenin ihtiyati tedbire hükmetmesi için

products supplied from abroad, and has

yaklaşık ispat yeterli olmaktadır. Ancak Hukuk

Delillerin published
incelenmesinin
bilirkişiler,
already
newardından
lists of
active

Muhakemeleri

benzer ürünsupplied
pazarlarındaki
satış verilerinin
ingredients
from abroad.

ihtiyati tedbirin kaldırılması halinde lehine

karşılaştırılmasına dayalı olarak pazar payını
Although
it is notAynı
givenzamanda
in the legislation,
hesaplamışlardır.
bilirkişiler
there
is
a
practice
to
grant
some
of thepazar
NPP
jenerik ilaç şirketinin sahip
olacağı

ihtiyati tedbire hükmedilen tarafın karşı tarafın

with
alternative
reimbursement
agreements
payına
ilişkin farazi
farklı senaryolar
üzerinden
in
which
SSI
signs
an
agreement
with
foreign
de incelemeler gerçekleştirmiş, . Mahkeme
suppliers
or their
The
bilirkişilerin
işaretTurkish
ettiği representatives.
senaryo ve rakama
alternative
reimbursement
agreements
may
dayalı olarak tazminata hükmetmiştir.
guarantee that the products of a company

that
do or
do notikinci
have bir
an affiliate
in Turkey,
or
Benzer
konuda
mahkeme
kararına

zararını

Kanunu’nun

tazmin

ile

399.

yükümlü

maddesi

olacağını

düzenlemektedir. Bu hüküm uyarınca, hukuki
mevzuat

ve

kendisine

sağlanan

koruma

kapsamında ihtiyati tedbir talebinde bulunma
hakkını kullanan kişilere, herhangi bir kusur ya
da

kötü

tazminat

niyet

incelemesi

sorumluluğu

yapılmaksızın
yüklenmesi

eleştirilmektedir.

da 2020 yılının başında hükmedilmiştir.
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Interactions with HCPs
Promotional activities of human medicinal

for a public health institution or university

products (“HCPs”), enteral nutrition products,

hospital. In this respect, in principle, all

and infant formulas for special medical

payments for services rendered by these

purposes, are regulated under the Regulation

physicians must be made to the revolving

on

of

funds of their relevant institution. The rule

Pharmaceutical Products for Human Use

does not apply for physicians who had a

(“Promotion Regulation”) dated 3 July 2015.

private clinic prior to the introduction of this

Pursuant to the Promotion Regulation, any

principle in 2014, and there are other

advertisement of products to the general

exceptions, as well.

the

Promotional

Activities

public, whether directly or indirectly, through
any public media or communication channels,
including the Internet, is prohibited. The
promotion of pharmaceutical products may
be made only to physicians, dentists and
pharmacists. Interaction between companies
and patients shall, therefore, be at a minimum
level.
Companies are required to apply to TITCK for
patient

support

programs

in

order

to

implement a support and tracking program
via third party companies authorized by
TITCK in order to render Home Care Services.
Companies

may

enter

into

written

agreements with HCPs to obtain consultation
services.

Conditions

of

such

service

agreements are not regulated by TITCK. The
rules for such agreements are set by the
industry via Ethical Codes.
On the other hand, rules regarding the
payments to physicians and HCOs are
regulated by the law. Amendments in various
laws were made in 2014, setting the full-time
employment principle for physicians working

8
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Transfer of Value
There is no public disclosure rule for value
transfers

made

companies.

However,

by

pharmaceutical

according

to

the

Regulation on the Promotional Activities of
Pharmaceutical Products for Human Use
(“Promotion Regulation”) dated 3 July 2015,
the pharmaceutical companies shall notify
TITCK about any value transfers that exceed
10% of the current monthly gross minimum
wage, to health institutions, organizations,
universities,

health

professionals,

and

members of professional associations, trade
unions,

associations

and

foundations,

operating in the field of health, and
non-governmental organizations established
for the protection and development of
health, in terms of sponsoring scientific
meetings, making donations, or obtaining
consultancy services. The notification for the
mentioned value transfers that materialize in
one calendar year shall be made in the format
determined by TITCK, in detail, and within the
first six months of the following year. The
notifications must be made via electronic
system launched by TITCK.
In order to fulfil this obligation, companies
are required to obtain the consent of the
healthcare

professionals

or

healthcare

organisations before any value transfer takes
place. All consent forms had to be updated,
together with the Code on the Protection of
Personal Data, published in 2016.
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Harmonization with the EU Medical Devices Regulation
Regulations on Medical Devices numbered

The harmonization of the Regulation has been

2017/745 (“MDR”), prepared by the EU

long awaited by the industry, and it is

Commission, has been published and will

expected that the year 2020 introduces many

enter in force on 26 May 2020. As a non-EU

changes in the medical device sector.

country, TITCK published an announcement
on 30 December 2019 that harmonization of
the new rules established by the MDR with
the Turkish regulations continues.
On 1 February 2020, Presidential Circular
numbered 2020/1 was published in Official
Gazette numbered 31026 on the transition
period for the UK’s exit from European Union
membership. This Circular states that the UK
will continue to be subject to EU law until 31
December 2020.
Upon publication of this Circular, TITCK
published an Announcement concerning the
effects of this transition period on medical
devices whose EC certificates were issued by
the notified bodies named as the British
Standard Institute (BSI) Assurance UK Ltd,
Lloyd’ Register Quality Assurance Ltd and
SGS United Kingdom Limited, located in the
UK.
According to the Announcement, the expiry
dates of EC certificates whose validity period
will expire after 31 December 2020, will
automatically expire on 31 December 2020.
The Announcement also gave detailed
information for EC certificates whose expiry
dates had been extended or shortened prior
to this Announcement.
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Promotion of Medical Devices
With medicines, the rule is clear: The general

HCPs are subject to annual quotas for

public cannot be the audience to any

support, and companies are required to notify

promotional

the HCPs of such sponsorships. Therefore,

pharmaceutical

activity,
products.

whatsoever,

of

However,

with

Turkish

medical

device

companies,

as

medical devices, the rule in place in the

members to MedTech Europe, implemented a

Regulation on the Sales, Advertisement and

new sponsorship model as of the beginning of

Promotion of Medical Devices (“Medical

2018. As the MedTech Code requires indirect

Device Promotion Regulation”) has caused

sponsorship, and local regulations require the

confusion in the past. The rule states that

notification of the HCPs by the companies,

medical devices that must exclusively be

the member companies ceased to initiate the

applied by healthcare personnel, and those

communication for sponsorship, and offered

that are included in the reimbursement

HCPs the sponsorship. The selection of HCPs

scheme of the SSI, cannot be advertised in

is made by HCOs (associations, non-profit

any manner, whatsoever, to the general

organizations, hospitals). The names are

public.

obtained, and the quotas are checked, while

Laws that govern medical device companies
are becoming more extensive each day, with
medical device companies that are members
of international associations, as well as local

notifying the TITCK. Thus, both systems may
be applied without breaching the local
Regulation and the spirit of the MedTech
Code.

associations, finding themselves governed by

The industry now expects the publication of a

the rules of both. Following the rules of ethics

new Promotion Regulation that will introduce

and other advertising and promotion rules

new rules and, as well, amend some of the

that are set by both international and local

rules with respect to the advertising of

associations can sometimes confuse medical

medical devices.

device companies, especially when local
conditions beckon the setting of different,
sometimes more stringent, rules on member
companies.
In Turkey, the provision of sponsorship to
HCPs by medical device companies for the
purpose of congressional attendance is
regulated with the Medical Device Promotion
Regulation that provides a system in which

11
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Food Supplements
Importation,

Under the new Regulation on Health Claims

Production, Processing and Supply of the

published in Official Gazette No. 28670 on 7

Food Supplements (the “Regulation”) was

June 2013, health claims in advertisements for

published by the Ministry of Food and

food supplements must comply with the rules

Forestry (the “MoA”) on 2 May 2013 in the

set out in the Turkish Food Codex on

Official Gazette, and came into force as of 2

Labelling. If an advertisement does not

August 2013.

comply with these rules, the MoH may order

The

Regulation

on

the

The said Regulation is not only the first
regulation that has been drafted, particularly

or destruction of the products in question.

on food supplements, but also includes

Because of an increase in the number of

unique provisions with regard to the control

deaths amongst persons using certain types

and approval mechanism to be established

of food supplements (especially those used

over food supplements.

for

The requirements for manufacturing or
importing food supplements are set out in
the Regulation. An application must be made
to the provincial directorate with specific
information and documentation regarding
the product's content and manufacturing, as
well as its commercial name and qualities.
Although the Regulation was expected to
cover the advertising of food supplements, it
does not truly satisfy this need and the issue
is, therefore, governed by general rules.
However, when a food operator submits its
application to obtain approval for a food
supplement, the application will only be
processed if the applicant provides an
undertaking that it has put into place the
necessary
on-going

measures

to

eliminate

advertising/promotion

the
on

third-party domain names/URLs, or those
under its control.

12

the cessation of sales, as well as the collection

weight

loss

or

for

weight

control

purposes), the MoH, the Turkish Radio and
Television Supreme Council (“RTUK”), as well
as the Advertisement Board, have decided to
collaborate with the MoA in the fight against
the use of misleading information and health
claims

in

advertisements

for

food

supplements. The collaboration appears to be
effective, as the Advertisement Board and the
RTUK have imposed heavy sanctions against
advertisers and media channels regarding
misleading food supplement advertisements.
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Cosmetics
The packaging and labelling requirements for
cosmetic products are regulated under
Cosmetic Law numbered 5324 (the “Law”)
and the Regulation on Cosmetics (the
“Regulation”) of the TITCK of the MoH.
In addition to the Law and the Regulation, the
Guidelines on the Promotional Activities of
Cosmetic Products and the Regulation on the
Health Claims of the Products that are
Offered for Sale with a Health Claim (“Health
Claim Regulation”) are still applicable, which
means administrative sanctions are still being
applied to the ones selling and promoting
products with health claims without any prior
permission of the MoH.
The MoH performs regular inspections with
respect

to

safety

and

advertising

of

cosmetics. In 2018, inspections had been
initiated for skin care products, hair styling
products, and baby product groups; and in
this respect, a total of 154 inspections were
carried out, and a total of 371 cosmetic
products were inspected. As a result of the
inspection activities, administrative fines,
withdrawals and destruction orders relating
to cosmetic products were applied.
The TITCK has accelerated the harmonization
of its Regulations to the EU Regulations and,
accordingly, has shared a draft regulation that
includes parallel provisions. In this respect,
the TITCK has updated all Guidelines and has
commenced implementing the EU rules.
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Personal Health Data Protection
The protection of personal data and personal

obtained, or if one of the additional legal

health data is regulated under Personal Data

grounds mentioned, above, is applicable for

Protection Law (“DPL”) numbered 6698. The

such transfer.

DPL provides that the general rule for the
processing of personal data is that such data
may only be processed with the explicit
consent of the data subject.

all companies located in Turkey, it poses some
practical challenges to pharmaceutical and
medical device companies that are collecting

As for sensitive personal data (data relating to

vigilance information and quality complaints

race,

beliefs,

and, as such, the gathering of information

philosophical beliefs, religion, denomination

means that the company must sometimes

or

attire,

directly interact with patients, collect and

membership of an association, charity or

store information, and obtain their explicit

union, health, sexual orientation, criminal

consent for the processing, sharing, and

convictions and security measures; and

transfer of the data abroad to their global

biometric and genetic data), these can only

companies.

ethnic
other

origin

faiths,

political

clothing

and

be processed with the explicit consent of the
data subject. Personal data relating to health
or sexual orientation is protected more strictly
than other sensitive data, as the scope of the
additional legal grounds for processing is
very limited.

In order to overcome the challenges faced by
pharma companies, the Agency published the
Guidelines on Protection of Personal Data in
Pharmacovigilance Activities on 1 August
2019. The Guidelines state that no explicit
consent is required for the processing of

Personal data related to health or sexual data

patient data reported by an adverse effect

may only be processed with the explicit

notification, regardless of whether the person

consent by persons under the obligation of

making the adverse effect notification is a

confidentiality, or by authorized institutions

patient, healthcare professional or relative.

and establishments for the purposes of

Additionally, pursuant to the Guidelines, the

protection

protective

persons under the confidentiality obligation

medicine, medical diagnosis, and treatment

stated in Article 6 of the Data Protection Law

and care services.

shall process adverse effect data without

of

public

health,

Sensitive and non-sensitive personal data
may be transferred to third parties if the
explicit consent of the data subject is
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While the data protection legislation affects

explicit consent for the protection of the
public health and preventive medicine.
According to Article 6 of the Data Protection
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Law published in 2016, personal data related
to health or sexual data may only be
processed by persons under an obligation of
confidentiality, or by authorised institutions
and establishments, for the purposes of
protection

of

public

health,

protective

medicine, medical diagnosis, and treatment
and care services.
The

Guidelines

do

not

refer

to

any

consultation made with the Turkish Institution
of Protection of Personal Data for the
preparation of the Guidelines and, therefore,
the Guidelines’ interpretation of Article 6 of
the Data Protection Law has not been
confirmed by Institution of Protection of
Personal Data as of the date of this paper.
Even though the Guidelines entered into
force as of its publication, the pharmaceutical
industry awaits guidance from the Turkish
Institution of Protection of Personal Data as to
whether pharma companies may be defined
as

persons

under

an

obligation

of

confidentiality, as this obligation shall be
explicitly stated in a Law and cannot be
introduced through Guidelines.
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LIFE SCIENCES
We provide a one-stop-shop legal service for life sciences companies combining the firm’s
strengths in all practice areas.
Our expertise cover wide range of life sciences products including pharmaceuticals, medical
devices, food supplements, healthcare products and cosmetics.
We advise and represent trade organisations in the pharmaceutical and medical device
sectors in relation to all local and international aspects of their field of activity and member
interests, their relations with governmental organisations and peers, as well as establishing
regulatory policies, position papers and the like.
We advise clients across all phases of the business cycle of life science products including
clinical trials, marketing authorization procedures, pricing and reimbursement regulations,
observational studies, promotional activities and ethical rules governing relations with
healthcare professionals.
We advise and represent clients in life sciences sector in relation to all types of commercial
transactions and contracts including licensing, technology transfer, co-marketing,
co-promotion and toll manufacturing agreements, joint research, collaboration and
development schemes as well as on data privacy and competition law issues.
Combining our life sciences expertise with our employment, competition and anti-corruption
expertise, we support corporate clients in compliance with the FCPA and UKBA and the
corresponding Turkish rules and regulations as well as offering compliance audits and training
programs.

The information and opinions provided in this content do not and are not intended to constitute legal consultancy or legal
advice. This content does not constitute legal or advisory service proposal. All works and other intellectual products subject
to intellectual property rights contained in this content belong to Gün + Partners and they are protected under Law No. 5846
Intellectual and Artistic Works as well as Industrial Property Code No. 6769. Unauthorized use of the content, without proper
credit, would be subject to legal and/criminal sanctions as per Law No. 5846 Intellectual and Artistic Works and Industrial
Property Code No. 6769.
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